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To decipher the mechanism of high-temperature supercon-
ductivity, it is important to know how the superconducting 
pairing emerges from the unusual normal states of cuprate 
superconductors1–4, including the pseudogap5,6, strange 
metal7,8 and anomalous Fermi liquid9 phases. A long-standing 
issue is how the superconducting pairing is formed and con-
densed in the strange metal phase, because this is where the 
superconducting transition temperature is highest. Here, we 
use state-of-the-art high-pressure measurements to report 
the experimental observation of a pressure-induced crossover 
from two- to three-dimensional (2D to 3D) superconducting 
states in optimally doped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 + δ bulk superconduc-
tor. By analysing the temperature dependence of the resis-
tance, we find that the 2D superconducting transition exhibits 
a Berezinskii–Kosterlitz–Thouless-like behaviour10. The 
emergence of this 2D superconducting transition provides 
direct evidence that the strange metal state is predominantly 
2D-like. This is important for a thorough understanding of the 
phase diagram of cuprate superconductors.

Since the discovery of superconductivity in the Ba-doped cuprate 
La2CuO4 in 198611, more than two hundred cuprate superconductors, 
grouped into seven families with two fashions of hole and electron 
doping, have been found12–14. Structurally, the hole-doped cuprate 
superconductors have a peculiar octagonal or pyramid lattice with 
apical oxygen, which intrinsically leads to a more complicated lat-
tice that is unsteady upon cooling due to the Jahn–Teller effect. 
Therefore, their normal states at temperatures above those where 
superconductivity occurs, such as the pseudogap5,6, strange metal7,8 
and anomalous Fermi liquid2,9 states, are full of the unknown physics 
determining superconductivity1,3. Although a lot of theoretical prog-
ress has been made regarding the superconducting mechanism of 
these high transition temperature (high-TC) superconductors4,15–19, 
a unified understanding of how the superconducting state connects 
with these unusual normal states is still lacking20.

Because the strange metal state of the optimally doped super-
conductor not only can develop the superconducting state with the 
highest TC but also links the pseudogap and the anomalous Fermi 
liquid states, it is of great interest to take the strange metal state as 
a breakthrough point to reveal the underlying physics of cuprate 
superconductors. In this high-pressure study, we chose to investigate 
the optimally doped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 + δ (Bi-2212) single crystal, a typ-
ical nearly two-dimensional (2D) high-TC superconductor with the 

strange metal normal state, which has been widely studied in recent 
years5,6,14,21–25. We performed in  situ high-pressure measurements 
of the resistance, magnetoresistance and alternating current (a.c.) 
susceptibility of the samples, in an attempt to reveal the connection 
between the strange metal state and the superconducting state.

Figure 1a presents plots of temperature (T) versus in-plane 
resistance (Rab) for one of the high-quality Bi-2212 samples while 
subjected to pressures ranging from 0.97 GPa to 13.7 GPa. When 
measured at 0.97 GPa, Rab(T) displays a T-linear behaviour over a 
broad temperature range above its onset TC at ~96 K, showing that 
the sample is nearly in the ambient-pressure strange metal normal 
state of the optimally doped superconductor7,8. At a pressure of 
2.8 GPa, we found a small resistance drop at a temperature ~20 K 
higher than its ambient-pressure TC. This higher-temperature drop 
becomes more visible at 5 GPa and pronounced on further com-
pression. To characterize the higher-temperature resistance drop 
emerging from the strange metal state, we applied the magnetic field 
perpendicular to the a–b plane for the sample subjected to 9 GPa, 
and found that the drop is continuously suppressed by the magnetic 
field until it vanishes at 1 T (Fig. 1b). To confirm this pressure-
induced ‘two-step drop behaviour’, we repeated the measurements 
with new samples for five independent runs, and proved that the 
results were reproducible. Figure 1c shows the results obtained from 
one of the experimental runs, which demonstrates that the higher-
temperature resistance drop appears at 2.9 GPa and prevails up to 
10.2 GPa, the maximum pressure of this run. On application of the 
perpendicular magnetic field to the compressed sample at 10.2 GPa, 
similar behaviour was observed, with the higher-temperature resis-
tance drop shifting to a lower temperature on increasing the mag-
netic field and disappearing at 1 T (Fig. 1d). These results indicate 
that the higher-temperature drop is associated with a superconduct-
ing transition.

To further identify the differences between these two supercon-
ducting states, we concurrently performed in  situ high-pressure 
measurements of the in-plane resistance (Rab) and out-plane resis-
tance (Rc) of the sample, with the same setup. As shown in Fig. 2a–d, 
the Rc(T) of the sample when subjected to pressures from 6.0 GPa to 
9.0 GPa shows a non-metallic feature before the superconducting 
transition, while Rab(T) displays metallic behaviour with a T-linear 
characteristic. Looking in detail at Rc(T), we find a kink-like feature 
at 116 K (Fig. 2a) in the monotonically increasing Rc(T) on cooling, 
until an abrupt drop appears at 90 K (6 GPa). The lower-temperature  
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resistance drop in Rab(T) also occurs at the same temperature. 
Therefore, the coincident resistance drops at 90 K signify the bulk 
(3D) superconducting transition in the sample. When we plotted 
the curves of Rc(T) and Rab(T), obtained at the same pressure in the 
same figure, we found that the perturbation temperature in Rc(T) is 
in excellent agreement with the temperature of the higher-temper-
ature resistance drop in Rab(T) for each pressure point (Fig. 2a–d). 
Here, we define the higher-temperature TC as TC′ and the lower-
temperature TC as TC

3D.
To gain a more detailed understanding of this behaviour, we 

performed combined in  situ high-pressure measurements of a.c.  

susceptibility and resistance for the same sample in the same dia-
mond anvil cell. This demanding combined measurement for 
studies of superconductivity under high pressure is full of techni-
cal challenges, because integration of the standard four probes 
for resistance measurements and the coils for a.c. susceptibility 
measurements into the same pressure cell is very difficult. Figure 
2e–h presents plots of a.c. susceptibility (Δχ′) versus temperature 
obtained at different pressures. The superconducting transition of 
the sample can be identified by the onset of deviation in the signal 
from the almost constant background on the high-temperature side 
(blue plots) and the rapid decrease to zero resistance (red plots).  
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Fig. 1 | Characterization of the superconducting properties of optimally doped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 + δ under pressure. a,c, Temperature dependence of in-plane 
electrical resistance at different pressures for two experimental runs. The arrows indicate the onset of the higher-temperature resistance drop discussed in the 
main text. b,d, Magnetic field dependence of superconducting transition temperatures measured on the sample subjected to 9.0 GPa (b) and 10.2 GPa (d).
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At 0.8 GPa, the zero resistance and the diamagnetism of the  
ambient-pressure superconducting phase with a 3D nature are 
clearly visible. However, the diamagnetic signal of the higher-
temperature superconducting state observed in Rab(T) is not cap-
tured by our a.c. susceptibility measurements within the pressure 
range we investigated. This indicates that the pressure-induced  

higher-temperature superconducting state in the optimally doped 
Bi-2212 may have an unusual nature.

To understand the peculiar nature of the higher-temperature 
superconductivity, we applied the magnetic field perpendicular 
(B⊥) and parallel (B∥) to the a–b plane for the compressed sample 
at 10.1 GPa. As shown in Fig. 3a and Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3, 
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the superconductivity shows strongly anisotropic characteristics, 
sustainable up to 7 T under the parallel magnetic field but sup-
pressed above 0.5 T under the perpendicular magnetic field. We 
derived the scaling behaviour of B⊥ and B∥ as a function of tempera-
ture for the higher-temperature superconducting state and found 
distinct temperature dependences for B⊥(T) and B//(T), namely 
B⊥(T) ∝ (1 – T/TC) versus B∥(T) ∝ (1 – T/TC)0.5 (Fig. 3b). The result of 
our scaling analysis leads to B∥

2(T) ≈ 700 × B⊥(T), a typical feature 
for 2D superconductivity26,27.

The remarkably anisotropic behaviour of the higher-tempera-
ture superconductivity is reminiscent of the Berezinskii–Kosterlitz–
Thouless (BKT) transition at which vortex–antivortex pairs 
unbind10. It is known that the BKT transition in 2D superconductors 
is shown by the temperature (T) dependence of the resistance via Rab
(T) = R0exp(−b(T/TBKT – 1)−1/2) (where R0 and b are material param-
eters and TBKT is the BKT transition temperature)28. As illustrated 
in Fig. 3c–h, the results from our Rab(T) measurements at different 

pressures are consistent with the BKT-like behaviour of the 2D film 
superconductors26,27, also suggesting that the higher-temperature 
superconductivity is a 2D superconductivity.

We summarize our experimental results in the pressure–TC phase 
diagram in Fig. 4. It is seen that the 2D superconducting state with 
a BKT-like behaviour emerges from the strange metal state above a 
critical pressure of 2.8 GPa, and then the TC of the 2D superconduct-
ing state displays the same trend as that of the 3D superconducting 
state upon compression. The emergence of this 2D superconduct-
ing transition provides direct and strong evidence that the strange 
metal state is predominantly 2D-like29.

In addition, our high-pressure powder X-ray diffraction measure-
ments show that the sample holds its ambient-pressure structure up 
to the maximum pressure (14.4 GPa) of this study (Supplementary 
Fig. 4), implying that the crossover from 2D to 3D superconductiv-
ity is not related to the pressure-induced structural phase transition. 
Careful examination of the X-ray diffraction patterns shows that the 
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intensity of the peak at ~5°, associated with the diffraction of the 
(004) plane, increases upon compression (Supplementary Fig. 4). 
Usually, if a weak peak for the powdered sample of a 2D material 
becomes stronger under pressure without a structure phase transi-
tion, it is related to the pressure-induced reorientation of the poly-
crystalline sample30. In the present study, it is likely that the (004) 
plane forms the preferred orientations of the lattice more easily due 
to its layered crystal structure. If so, this implies that the increment 
of the peak intensity has no correlation with the 2D superconduct-
ing state. However, given that the pressure-induced increment of the 
peak intensity appears at a pressure between 2.4 GPa and 3.9 GPa, 
just in the range (~3 GPa) of the emerging 2D superconducting 
state, it is natural to ask whether this increment of the peak inten-
sity of the (004) plane is associated with the emergence of the 2D 
superconducting state. This may be a crucial question and deserves 
further experimental and theoretical investigations.

We also performed the same high-pressure resistance measure-
ments on the underdoped and overdoped Bi-2212 samples. On 
looking in detail at Rab(T) of the underdoped sample, we found very 
weak kinks in the temperature range of the first resistance drop at 
pressures of 11.1 GPa and 15.0 GPa (Supplementary Fig. 5a), high-
lighting the possible existence of the two-transition behaviour in 
the underdoped sample. If true, the less obvious two-transition 
behaviour may be attributed to the existence of the pseudogap state, 
which may mask the resistance signal of the 2D superconducting 
state. In the overdoped sample, no evidence of the crossover from 
2D to 3D superconducting state was observed (Supplementary  
Fig. 5b). These results suggest that the anomalous Fermi liquid state 
in the overdoped superconductor may prevent formation of the 
pressure-induced 2D superconducting state.

It is noteworthy that the pressure-induced crossover from 2D 
to 3D superconducting states found in this study has not been 
reported in any other compressed bulk cuprate superconductors, 
despite the fact that a similar magnetic field-induced crossover has 
been reported for La2 − x(Sr/Ba)xCuO4 (ref. 31). This finding may thus 
aid in achieving a breakthrough in better understanding high-TC 
superconductors. Consequently, we pose some questions stimu-
lated by these results. First, is crossover associated with the interac-
tion between the Jahn–Teller effect and the effect of high pressure? 
Next, why can such a crossover be observed in the optimally doped 
Bi-2212 superconductor via pressure and may exist in underdoped 
samples, but is not captured in overdoped superconductors? Finally, 

can this pressure-induced phenomenon be observed in any other 
kind of hole-doped cuprate superconductor? These questions 
are of great interest for achieving a unified understanding of the 
cuprate superconductors and deserve further investigations, includ-
ing sophisticated theoretical studies and challenging high-pressure 
measurements with the capacity for detecting dynamic physics.
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Methods
As-grown optimally doped single-crystal rods of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 + δ were grown by 
the floating zone method as described in ref. 32. Before the experiments, the crystals 
were cleaved to expose fresh surfaces.

High pressure was generated with a diamond anvil cell made of BeCu alloy 
(with a 300 μm culet) in different independent measurements. A four-probe 
method was used for the resistance, and magnetoresistance measurements. A 
mixture of Al2O3 powder and epoxy was adopted as an insulating layer. To provide 
the sample in a quasi-hydrostatic pressure environment, NaCl powder was 
employed as the pressure transmitting medium.

High-pressure magnetic susceptibility measurements were carried out in a 
diamond anvil cell (fabricated from CuBe alloy) with a gas membrane system. 
To minimize the temperature-dependent background, a gasket made from non-
magnetic NiCr alloy was adopted. The sample was surrounded by a secondary coil 
(pickup coil) and a field-generating primary coil wound on top of the secondary coil. 
The alternating flux through the pickup coil produced an a.c. voltage, which was 
the measured signal. When the sample was cooled below TC, the field was expelled 
from the sample due to the superconducting shielding effect, forcing some of the flux 
lines out of the pickup coil and leading to a reduction in the induced voltage in the 
pickup coil33–35. To increase the measurement accuracy for the small sample, we used 
two phase-locked amplifiers to collect the diamagnetic signal: the real part of the a.c. 
susceptibility (χ′−1) stimulated by the current source at 13.83 kHz was collected by the 
first lock-in amplifier and another real part of the a.c. susceptibility (χ′−2) stimulated 
by the current source at 13.3 Hz was collected by the second lock-in amplifier. 
Here, delta χ′(B) = χ′−1(B1) − χ′−2(B2) (B1 = 9.9 mT and B2 = 0 T). Therefore, the a.c. 
susceptibility measured here was modulated by the magnetic field oscillating at 
13.3 Hz, which was resolved by the second lock-in amplifier at the second harmonic 
from the output of the first lock-in amplifier. Such a magnetic field-modulated χ′(B) 
has been used by the Geophysics laboratory in the Carnegie Institute for studies of 
the pressure effect on superconductivity and pressure-induced superconductivity22,36. 
Consequently, the results of χ′(B) have a peak-like function instead of a step-like 
function, which was collected by a single phase-locked amplifier.

High-pressure powder X-ray diffraction measurements were carried out at 
beamline 15U at the Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility. A monochromatic 
X-ray beam with a wavelength of 0.6199 Å was used for measurements. Silicone oil 
served as the pressure-transmitting medium.

Pressure in all measurements was determined by the ruby fluorescence method37.

Data availability
The data represented in Figs. 1–4 are available with the online version of this 
paper. All other data that support the findings of this study are available from the 
corresponding authors on request.
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